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George Dyson (1883-1964) was a highly influential composer, educator and administrator, whose work
touched the lives of millions. Yet today, apart from his Canterbury Pilgrims and two sets of canticles for
Choral Evensong, his music is little known. In this comprehensive and detailed study, based not only on
Dyson's own writings but on unpublished papers, personal correspondence, and interviews with his family
and friends, Paul Spicer brings this remarkable man and his lyrical, passionate and engaging music to life
once more. Born into a working class family in Halifax, West Yorkshire, he rose from humble beginnings to
become the voice of public school music in Britain and Director of the RCM. As a scholarship student, he
met and studied with some of the leading musicians of the day, including Sir Charles Villiers Stanford and
Sir Hubert Parry. He went on to work in some of the country's greatest schools, where he established his
reputation as a composer, particularly of choral and orchestral works, of which Quo Vadis was his most
ambitious. A member of the BBC Brains Trust panel, Dyson was also the 'voice of music' on the radio for a
number of years and helped to educate the nation through his regular broadcasts. A fascinating, controversial
man, George Dyson touched almost every sphere of musical life in Britain and helped to change the face of
music performance and education in this country. This seminal book, examining every aspect of his long,
colourful career, re-establishes him as the towering figure he undoubtedly was in his time. PAUL SPICER
was a composition student of Herbert Howells, whose biography he wrote in 1998. He is well-known as a
choral conductor especially of British Music of the twentieth century onwards, a writer, composer, teacher,
and producer.
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From reader reviews:

Paul Otoole:

Now a day people that Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by interact with the internet and
the resources inside can be true or not demand people to be aware of each info they get. How many people to
be smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Examining a
book can help men and women out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Sir George Dyson book
because book offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred pct
guarantees there is no doubt in it as you know.

Patricia Thomas:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book especially book
entitled Sir George Dyson your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect
that maybe not known for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a
reserve then become one application form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get ahead
of. The Sir George Dyson giving you a different experience more than blown away your mind but also
giving you useful data for your better life in this particular era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern
here is your body and mind will be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a. Do you want to
try this extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Christy Dennie:

Sir George Dyson can be one of your basic books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this guide has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to place every
word into pleasure arrangement in writing Sir George Dyson however doesn't forget the main place, giving
the reader the hottest and based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be among it. This great
information can certainly drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial contemplating.

Sarah Petty:

It is possible to spend your free time you just read this book this e-book. This Sir George Dyson is simple to
bring you can read it in the area, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not include much space to bring
typically the printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save
the particular book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this
book.
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